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Introduction to Liberal Arts & Sciences: kNOw Other Worlds
Dr. Everett Hamner
Western Illinois University, Fall 2021, Wednesdays 12:30-3 IN-PERSON or ZOOM
LAS195: Q01 (Quad Cities Complex 1102), westernonline.wiu.edu
Office hours Tu 11-12, W 11-12, Th 10-12 (QCC 2209/EMAIL/ZOOM)
e-hamner@wiu.edu, 309-762-3999 x62247

General Catalog Description & Prerequisites
A comparative introduction to the major areas of the liberal arts and sciences. Students will learn how
each area evolved and how each approaches problems and controversies. The course may take its
particular focus each year from the university theme.
Specific Description & Goals
This course is designed around two main goals: (1) to help you more fully enjoy and incorporate into
your personal stories the many unique opportunities of the liberal arts and sciences; and (2) to better
understand and more freely engage the global capitalist world of the 21 century, especially its patterns
of digital surveillance and automation, ecological devastation, and racially specific worker exploitation.
st

First, we will read a fast-paced young adult novel that exposes the ideologies driving corporate
deregulation, surveillance culture, and “alternative facts.” Does a free market require limits? What does
privacy mean in such a world? How do we decide what information to trust? Then we will utilize a
richly data-driven work of “graphic science” to focus more tightly on the problem of anthropocentric
climate change, the increasingly chaotic effects of human activity since the industrial age. How do we
know “global weirding” is occurring, what is really blocking serious responses, how can stories help us
grasp and convey this urgency, and what solutions do we need most? Finally, we will rely on an
unusual hybrid work of comics and long-form journalism to consider how both digitization and
climate crisis stem from longer patterns of class stratification and structural racism, with whole people
groups moving across the world and others devastated by rapid shifts in industries made for the sake
of CEO and shareholder profits. How have corporatism and neoliberalism reshaped opportunities for
social mobility and equity? What can we do to overcome the most devastating patterns of injustice?
Whether students are beginning the liberal arts and sciences program or otherwise, this course
promotes critical and creative thinking across disciplinary boundaries. That does not mean becoming
non-disciplinary: rather, you should come away with a deeper interest in the unique concerns and
methods of several specific fields. You should also develop further skills in tactfully and honestly
presenting arguments about controversial topics, the sort that enable both thoughtful disagreements
and new areas of consensus. Finally, we will devote time to learning about potential minors,
internships, and extracurricular activities, with the aim that everyone leaves the course with a greater
sense of how their personal interests might better intersect with future classes and careers. Featuring a
moderate reading load and four reading/viewing comprehension quizzes, nontraditional paper
assignments, and regular chances to develop productive conversation skills with fellow students, the
course culminates with a time capsule letter written to yourself—four years hence.
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Reading & Assignment Schedule
PLEASE NOTE:
~“READING,” “VIEWING,” “WRITING,” or “W.O.” = read, watch, or complete in full BEFORE class
~“IN CLASS” = no preparation required

1st WEEK, AUG 25 : FACING INJUSTICE, OR, HOW TO REJECT BOTH DENIAL & DESPAIR
TH

IN CLASS:

~Ursula K. Le Guin, “The Ones Who Walk Away from Omelas” (1973)
~Syllabus review, introductions, and discussion of goals and assignments

PART ONE: ASSESSING INFORMATION & RETHINKING LABOR IN A DIGITAL AGE

2nd WEEK, SEPT 1 : REASSESSING AMERICAN WEALTH
ST

READING:

~Paolo Bacigalupi, The Doubt Factory (prologue, ch. 1-12)

VIEWING:

~American Factory (2019), 1 hour (via Netflix; one month free via https://www.netflix.com)

IN CLASS:

~Paper #1: assignment sheet & discussion

st

3rd WEEK, SEPT 8 : UNDERSTANDING NEOLIBERALISM
TH

READING:

~Bacigalupi, The Doubt Factory (ch. 13-25)

VIEWING:

~American Factory (2019), 2 hour

IN CLASS:

~Paper #1: brainstorming & invention work

nd

4th WEEK, SEPT 15 : CULTURE, ECOLOGY, & THE PUPPETEERS OF INACTION
TH

READING:

~Bacigalupi, The Doubt Factory (ch. 26-34)

VIEWING:

~Merchants of Doubt (2014), 1 hour (rentable via YouTube, Apple, Google Play, Amazon,
etc; public libraries have copies)

WRITING:

~Paper #1: draft due on W.O. under “Discussions” before class Wed 9/15

W.O.:

~Quiz #1

IN CLASS:

~Paper #1: workshopping drafts

st
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5th WEEK, SEPT 22 : IDEOLOGY, THE FUTURE, & THE COMFORTS OF CONFORMITY
ND

READING:

~Bacigalupi, The Doubt Factory (ch. 35-44, epilogue)

VIEWING:

~Merchants of Doubt (2014), 2 hour

WRITING:

~Paper #1: final version due on W.O. under “Assignments” before class Wed 9/22

IN CLASS:

~Cruel hope, cruel despair, and our decisions about what to take personally

nd

PART TWO: GLOBAL WEIRDING, GLOBAL CAPITALISM, GLOBAL THINKING

6th WEEK, SEPT 29 : FAST FACTS ON SLOW VIOLENCE
TH

READING:

~John Cook, Cranky Uncle vs. Climate Change (ch 1-2)

VIEWING:

~Before the Flood (2016) http://watchdocumentaries.com/before-the-flood/ (also free on Netflix;
purchasable on other streaming services; several copies in local public libraries)

IN CLASS:

~Understanding climate science and America’s unique history of confusion

7th WEEK, OCT 6 : OVERCOMING A HISTORY OF PREDATORY DELAY
TH

READING:

~John Cook, Cranky Uncle vs. Climate Change (ch 3-4)

VIEWING:

~Katharine Hayhoe, “Climate Science in a Fact-Free World” (April 2020 Keeling Lecture,
a virtual talk for UIUC; skip intro if you want) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7vSWll-d8E

W.O.:

~Quiz #2 (covers material since previous quiz)

IN CLASS:

~Paper #2 assignment sheet & discussion
~An injection of realistic hope: 2040 documentary (9:50-20:20 on solar microgrids)

8th WEEK, OCT 13 : CLIMATE LIT, CLIMATE ACTION
TH

READING:

~John Cook, Cranky Uncle vs. Climate Change (ch 5-6)
~Ursula K. Le Guin, “Paradises Lost” (2002 novella, 249-301)

IN CLASS:

~How exactly do stories change lives? Getting local: https://qcclimatechange.wiu.edu/
~Paper #2: brainstorming & invention work
~Another injection of realistic hope: 2040 (37:30-50:20 on choices about growing food)

9th WEEK, OCT 20 : A PSYCHOLOGY OF SOBER HOPE
TH

READING:

~Le Guin, “Paradises Lost” (2002 novella, 302-62)

WRITING:

~Paper #2: draft due on W.O. under “Discussions” before class Wed 10/20

IN CLASS:

~Paper #2: workshopping drafts
~One last injection of climate hope: 2040 (55:10-1:06:50 on ocean health & aquaculture)
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10th WEEK, OCT 27 : KEY STEPS FOR LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES MAJORS
ND

READING:

~Jenny Anderson, “The thing that turns a liberal arts education into a meaningful job”
(Quartz, 2019) https://qz.com/1590270/how-to-turn-a-liberal-arts-degree-into-a-meaningful-job/
~Derek Newton, “It’s not liberal arts and literature majors who are most
underemployed” (Forbes, 2018) https://www.forbes.com/sites/dereknewton/2018/05/31/its-not-liberalarts-and-literature-majors-who-are-most-underemployed/

~George Anders, “The Unexpected Value of the Liberal Arts” (The Atlantic, 2017)
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2017/08/the-unexpected-value-of-the-liberal-arts/535482/

~Jeffrey J. Selingo, “Six Myths about Choosing a College Major” (New York Times, 2017)
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/03/education/edlife/choosing-a-college-major.html

~Goldie Blumenstyk, “Liberal-Arts Majors Have Plenty of Job Prospects, if They Have
Some Specific Skills, Too” (The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2016)
http://chronicle.com/article/Liberal-Arts-Majors-Have/236749

~Hunter Rawlings, “College is not a commodity. Stop treating it like one.” (Washington
Post, 2015) https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2015/06/09/college-is-not-a-commodity-stop-treating-it-like-one/
WRITING:

~Paper #2: final version due on W.O. under “Assignments” before class Wed 10/27

IN CLASS:

~Guest presenters
~More worthwhile advice pieces for liberal arts & sciences majors

PART THREE: RACE, CLASS, & LOCAL STRUCTURES OF INJUSTICE

11th WEEK, NOV 3 : THE ENDURANCE OF EXPLOITATION
RD

READING:

~Chris Hedges & Joe Sacco, Days of Destruction, Days of Revolt (introduction, ch 1)

W.O.:

~Quiz #3 (covers material since previous quiz)

IN CLASS:

~Native American history, ongoing U.S. wealth distribution, and exacerbating factors

12th WEEK, NOV 10 : THE INEXTRICABILITY OF SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
TH

READING:

~Hedges & Sacco, Days of Destruction, Days of Revolt (ch 2)

IN CLASS:

~Ecological health, economic health, and the for-profit prison industry

13th WEEK, NOV 17 : HOW NAFTA & THE TPP MATTER TO THE AVERAGE JOE
TH

READING:

~Hedges & Sacco, Days of Destruction, Days of Revolt (ch 3)

VIEWING:

~“Poor Kids,” Frontline (2012) http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/poor-kids/

IN CLASS:

~From Appalachia to the Quad Cities: why it matters to name Whiteness
~Paper #3 assignment sheet & discussion

WED 11/24: NO CLASS, THANKSGIVING BREAK

4
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14th WEEK, DEC 1 : LATINX IMMIGRATION
ST

READING:

~Hedges & Sacco, Days of Destruction, Days of Revolt (ch 4)

VIEWING:

~Immigration Nation (episode 1, Netflix)

IN CLASS:

~Paper #3: brainstorming & invention work
~Karla Cornejo Villavicencio, “Waking Up from the American Dream” (2021)

15th WEEK, DEC 8 : BEYOND RESISTANCE & PROTEST
TH

READING:

~N.K. Jemisin, “The Ones Who Stay and Fight” (2018)

WRITING:

~Paper #3: draft due on W.O. under “Discussions” before class Wed 12/8

W.O.:

~Quiz #2 (covers material since previous quiz)

IN CLASS:

~From Omelas to Um-Helat: how are we different?
~Paper #3: workshopping drafts

FINALS WEEK, DEC 15 : HOW TO BE YOUR OWN GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST
TH

WRITING:

~Paper #3: Time Capsule Letters due online by midnight Wednesday 12/15

IN CLASS:

~Time Capsule Letter sharing

Course Texts
PLEASE NOTE:
*Prices below are rounded from recent new online prices. In many cases, used copies can be purchased
less expensively (try bookfinder.com).
*I am happy for students to use complete electronic versions of texts so long as they use appropriate
citation methods when writing papers and can accept occasional challenges in finding a given passage.
•
•
•

Paolo Bacigalupi, The Doubt Factory. Little, Brown, $13. ISBN: 978-0316220767.
John Cook, Cranky Uncle vs. Climate Change. Citadel, $17. ISBN: 978-0806540276.
Chris Hedges & Joe Sacco, Days of Destruction, Days of Revolt. Nation, $16. ISBN: 978-1568588247.

Grading Criteria
I will figure final grades using the university scale (A, B, C, D, or F, with pluses/minuses) and the
values below (with minor adjustments as needed). Please note the “My Grades” function on the course
website, which lets you track assignment grades and estimate your current overall grade at any point.
40%
20%
20%
20%

Quizzes (4 x 10% each)
Paper #1: Globalization Memoir
Paper #2: Climate Conversation
Paper #3: Time Capsule Letter (including presentation in final exam period)

Extra credit opportunities: I will consider student participation in interdisciplinary extracurricular
learning activities for a 1 or 2% total grade boost. Early in the semester, e.g., I will share a free
opportunity for 6-8 sessions of individual counseling with a pre-practicum WIU-QC graduate student.
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Assignment Descriptions
Quizzes: These will neither be picky, insignificant-detail interrogations, nor such easy affairs that one
could prepare sufficiently by reading summaries. The idea is that most people who recently covered all
assigned reading and viewing with good comprehension will average 70-80% of the points available
(i.e., earn a “B” or better). Please keep in mind that each quiz only covers material since the previous
one. My students sometimes worry about the quizzes initially, but most agree in post-class surveys that
they result in higher-quality discussions. My advice is to finish reading and viewing well in advance,
then go back over it and relevant in-class materials. If you do all of this and still struggle, please see me.
Paper #1: Globalization Memoir. When and where have you personally experienced the phenomena of
globalization via digitization and/or automation? How have such transnational interconnections shaped your life
in the 21 -century Midwest (and/or elsewhere)? This autobiographical assignment is an opportunity to
introduce yourself more fully, but also to ponder up to three different moments in your life when you
very concretely encountered the sometimes abstract-seeming shifts we are studying. Your
autobiographical essay should be 900-1100 words (usually 4+ pp.), and I will grade it with three
roughly equally important questions in mind: (a) how much does it succeed in making apparent your
unique experience of globalization’s blessings and/or curses? (b) how does its organization balance
very specific moments with a broader sense of your identity? (c) how well is it polished,
mechanically/stylistically?
st

Paper #2: Climate Conversation. Part 2 of this class directly engages cultural tensions around “climate
change.” For this assignment, find a friend, family member, or other person with whom you are close, but on
which you can anticipate some measure of real disagreement about this issue. Then, choose a conversation
format with which you feel comfortable: this might be handwritten letters or emails, phone calls or
videoconferences, in-person recorded interviews, or exchanges via social media. In any case, have an
in-depth conversation about the topic, then submit at least 1000 words (usually 4+ pp.) of your own
writing (or transcripts of your verbal conversations in which your speech is 1000+ words). Please
include responses from your conversation partner, but set them apart with italicized text, as they do not
count toward the word total. The conversation should conclude with a 250+ word reflection on what
you learned. Your grade will be based on: (a) the accuracy, specificity, and thoroughness of your
rationales for your position; (b) the ability you demonstrate to balance frankness and civility; and (c)
the formal polish with which you present your contribution to the conversation.
Paper #3: Time Capsule Letter. The United States uses four-year cycles for its presidential elections,
and in this assignment, we will adopt that timeframe for a kind of time capsule project. Using at least
1000 words (usually 4+ pp.), your job is to reflect on what you have learned this semester within (for
sure) and beyond (as desired) the boundaries of this course, all with an eye to offering perspective to
yourself and others to whom you are close as of late 2025. What do you see as the major opportunities
and dangers of the present moment? What do you want to remember as you move into the next stage
of your career? What do you hope that your 2025 self and community will have held onto among your
present habits, and what do you hope to have changed? I will grade these time capsule letters with
attention to (a) the specificity and extent of your unique, non-obvious takeaways from this course; (b)
your demonstrated ability to consider broader cultural patterns as you reflect on these takeaways; and
(c) the formal polish (including organization and mechanics) with which you present your final letter.
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PLEASE NOTE:
The following is part of all of my syllabi. Please read it carefully while keeping its generality in mind.
What goals do I care about most?
1) Open-mindedness. I will regularly ask questions to which I do not have “the” answer. My job is
not to fill you with information nor to train you like a lab animal. Expect probing,
improvisational conversations that leave room for everyone to learn and grow.
2) Personal maturation. I want every student to leave my courses a little wiser – and wisdom
involves action, not just theory. I want you to want to be a better version of yourself: more
generous with others, better able to endure hardship, more determined to live holistically.
3) Genuine community. This does not mean warm fuzzies, nor does it require wholesale
agreement. It means building greater trust, pushing beyond superficial identities toward real
understanding, and developing authentic curiosity about others’ lives.
What priorities will make these things possible?
4) Regular presence. Rather than making lengthy rules about numbers of classes missed or use of
electronic devices, I will just say that I want you to want to be present – wholeheartedly – as
much as possible. When we encounter barriers to that, let’s overcome them.
5) Productive disagreement. I’m not here to clone myself, and none of us should be here to “win”
arguments. We’ll talk regularly about controversial topics, and we’ll get better at being frank
but not blunt, tactful but not wishy-washy. Our culture needs more gracious candor.
6) Process above outcomes. Grades matter, but how you get them matters more. Think back across
the best classes you’ve ever taken. What made them special? It’s not the label that the registrar
puts on your transcript, but the stories that you, your peers, and your faculty can tell.
What can you count on from me?
7) Availability and responsiveness. In some ways, tuition is like a gym membership. My job is to
make regular spaces ready for you to grow, both in classes and in office hours, and your job is
to take advantage of them – and not just when deadlines are approaching! J
8) Honest, encouraging feedback. A good coach both competes alongside you and holds you
accountable concerning the steps required by your goals. A grade reflects your work’s status
relative to peer benchmarks, but what matters most is your growth across our weeks together.
9) Fairness and consistency. I won’t change syllabus expectations without class discussion and
solid majority approval, and never in ways that increase your workload. I will assign grades
with an eye to all concerned, including peers past and present, and will discuss them as desired.
A few technical notes about my grading system & policies
Ø You can always find your current grade on Western Online, and it may be higher than you
think. W.O. computes it using my formula, but it’s simple to do yourself. Divide your points
total by the points available so far, then multiply by 4 to translate to a 4.0 scale (and the
corresponding letter grade).
The same process works for any single assignment. E.g. if you earned 8 out of 10 points on a
quiz, you would divide 8 by 10 (=.80), multiply by 4 (=3.20), and that would be between a B and
a B+. Please also note that at the course’s end, when healthy attendance, paper draft effort, and
other course contributions warrant, I sometimes bump up borderline grades.
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Ø I regularly allow late quizzes and assignments without grade penalties. Still, there is a strong tie
between students who keep up with deadlines and those who get the most out of the class.
Ø I handle all paper submissions via Western Online, which uses Turn It In plagiarism detection.
Please consider that representing others’ work as your own seriously damages the trust we
need to build. I penalize such assignments with F grades in order to convey that gravity.
o Assignment drafts go under “Discussions” (which is under “Communication”), which
allows you and peers to benefit from feedback on each others’ work.
o Assignment final versions go under “Assignments” (which is under “Assessments”),
which allows for private access to brief final comments and grades.
WIU Policies & Resources
University Writing Center: “The University Writing Center offers in person, online (real-time), and etutoring (asynchronous) appointments 7 days a week. We support writers on any academic or
professional writing project across disciplines at any stage of the process. We are not an editing service,
but we provide extensive feedback as well as tips and strategies for a wide-range of writing challenges
such as citation style formats, grammar, research development, and organization. Visit wiu.edu/uwc to
learn more or to make an appointment.”
Counseling Services: “Confidential counseling services are available for WIU-QC students. Time
management, stress management, balancing work and family, study skills, low self-esteem,
relationship problems, depression, and anxiety are some examples of issues that students may address
in personal counseling. Students may call 309/762-1988 to make an appointment with Counseling and
Career Services.”
Accommodations: “Students with disabilities: In accordance with University values and disability law,
students with disabilities may request academic accommodations where there are aspects of a course
that result in barriers to inclusion or accurate assessment of achievement. To file an official request for
disability-related accommodations, please contact the Disability Resource Center at 309-298-2512,
disability@wiu.edu or in 143 Memorial Hall. Please notify the instructor as soon as possible to ensure that
this course is accessible to you in a timely manner.”
Sex Discrimination/Title IX: “University values, Title IX, and other federal and state laws prohibit sex
discrimination, including sexual assault/misconduct, dating/domestic violence, and stalking. If you, or
someone you know, has been the victim of any of these offenses, we encourage you to report this to the
Title IX Coordinator at 309-298-1977 or anonymously online at:
http://www.wiu.edu/equal_opportunity_and_access/request_form/index.php. If you disclose an incident to a faculty
member, the faculty member must notify the Title IX Coordinator. The complete Title IX policy is
available at: http://www.wiu.edu/vpas/policies/titleIX.php.”
Food Insecurity Resources: “Any student who has difficulty affording groceries or accessing sufficient
food to eat every day and believes this may affect their performance in the course, is urged to contact
The Pantry at WIU-QC for support: 309-762-3999 (x68041); Quad Cities Complex, Building C, Room
2412. Furthermore, please notify your professor if you are comfortable in doing so. This will enable
your professor to help connect you with confidential support resources on campus. For more
information about The Pantry at WIU-QC please visit: http://www.wiu.edu/qc/student_life/pantry/.”
Academic Integrity Policy: For further information on what constitutes plagiarism and other violations
of academic integrity, please see http://www.wiu.edu/policies/acintegrity.php.
Student Rights & Responsibilities: For further information on expectations for both students and
university personnel, please see http://www.wiu.edu/provost/students.php.
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Dr. Hamner’s Revision Checklist (especially for argumentative essays, but largely applicable to other genres)
The Introduction
1.

Hook: Does your introduction (including the first sentence) efficiently grab readers’ attention without
being silly, exaggerated, or disconnected? Is the shift from it to the paper’s thesis natural or abrupt?

2.

Thesis: Is it clear what sentence(s) convey the paper’s central claim? Ask yourself these questions, too:
• Is your claim obvious or subtle? Boring or daring? Outlandish or plausible?
• Is your claim vague or specific? General or precise?
• Is something significant clearly at stake in your argument? Have you provided a sense of why it
matters whether your reader buys or dismisses your claim?

3.

Map: Does the introduction preview the order in which the paper will examine the evidence?

The Body
4.

Main Points: Can you summarize in a quick phrase the main point and/or task of each body paragraph,
or are some paragraphs’ goals or relevance to the thesis unclear?

5.

Topic Sentences and Concluding Sentences: Within a given paragraph, do the topic sentence and
concluding sentence fit without being identical? Do they provide meaningful links between paragraphs?

6.

Organization: Are there any paragraphs that don't make logical sense in the organization of the essay—
e.g. too-short/disconnected “lonely” paragraphs or too-long/repetitive “bullying” paragraphs? Should
any be removed or integrated elsewhere? Can you reorder so the argument’s force grows more naturally?

7.

Textual Evidence/Quotation: Is there sufficient evidence from specific texts (at least one quotation per
body paragraph, as a general rule) to back up the argument’s main points? Are there appropriate page
number citations? Does the paper introduce quotations with a sense of their original context? After
quotations, do you offer interpretations of their meaning or just expect readers to hear them as you do?

8.

Minimal Summary, Maximum Analysis: Except in briefly introducing unfamiliar key text(s), does the
paper avoid plot summaries? Does your interpretive and analytical work remain the focus?

9.

Reasonable Specifics, Not Generalities or Overreaches: Does your unique argument reach beyond backcover or Wikipedia descriptions? Or does it resort to clichés anyone might say, or that could describe any
text? (“The author uses lots of description to help readers understand.”) Does it make reasoned claims?
Or does it rely on overstatements that cost you credence? (“In this story everything is about death.”)

The Conclusion
10. Closure: Does the conclusion bring the essay to a meaningful close or end abruptly? Does it avoid exact
restatement of the introduction, but still reinforce your main points? Does it suggest how the essay’s main
ideas might be expanded into other contexts and why it matters that your reader take them seriously?
Mechanics & Style
11. Grammatical & other mechanical issues: Has at least one strong writer proofread your paper?
Among the most common problems (beyond spelling, capitalization, basic punctuation):
• Run-on sentences and fragments: is each of your sentences a single, complete thought?
• Pronoun reference: are the referents of your pronouns clear? Do they agree in number?
12. Stylistic issues: Have you presented your work in the most professional, attractive manner possible?
Among the most common problems, especially for less experienced writers:
• Verbal “fluff”: is every word and phrase doing real work toward demonstrating your thesis? Have you
eliminated as much repetition as possible? You want the “impact per word ratio” as high as possible.
• Have you stayed in the present tense while writing about literature, film, or other artistic texts?
• Have you provided an accurate, unique, provocative, inviting title?
• Does your paper fit the length and formatting requirements?
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Western Illinois University COVID-19 Classroom Comportment Policies, Fall Semester 2021
Introduction
The following constitutes a set of policies that attempt to standardize classroom behavior during the Fall 2021 semester. The
purpose of these policies is to reduce the risk of COVID 19 infection in the classroom and increase safety for faculty, staff and
students on our campuses.
These policies are temporary and will be rescinded once the situation warrants.
These policies are meant to be applied exclusively to students and to faculty members during the Fall 2021 semester.
The following policies must be distributed to each student along with course syllabus.
Policy on a Seating Chart
Contact tracing is required to control any potential outbreak of COVID 19 on campus. Due to the potential need for contact
tracing, faculty members must maintain a seating chart and take attendance in every face-to-face class meeting in order to
facilitate contact tracing. In the event that a student tests positive for COVID-19, it will be essential to identify who was in
close proximity to the student for possible quarantine. Faculty members must assist contact tracers in this work. Taking daily
attendance and maintaining consistent seating charts will help to prevent an entire class from the possibility of being
quarantined for 14 days or more. As such, in each class we strongly recommend a seating chart be created on the first day of a
course and students should be expected to adhere to their respective seat in each course for the remainder of the semester.
Policy on Face Coverings in the Classroom
All students and faculty are required to wear a face covering at all times in the classroom, regardless of vaccination status.
Individuals should use a personally purchased alternative face covering as required. Western Illinois University will provide
temporary face coverings (available at a designated location in most buildings on campus) if an individual forgets or
misplaces a mask. It is the responsibility of University units to ensure compliance from employees and students under their
purview. Units can also refer to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance on face coverings with regard
to type and fit, wearing, and washing. Additionally, no food or drink will be allowed in the classroom.
Please find a more detailed explanation of this policy at: http://www.wiu.edu/policies/covid_facecovering.php
Disciplinary Policy on Refusal to Wear a Face Covering
Exceptions to the policy require approval by WIU’s Disability Resources Center (DRC) located within the Student
Development and Success Center (SDSC) and the Office of Equal Opportunity and Access.
If a student refuses to comply with the policy, and does not have appropriate approval from the DRC, instructors and
University officials can request that the student leave the class or activity. If a student is found to be in repeated violation of
this policy, instructors and University officials can sanction the student through the student conduct process for violating the
WIU Code of Student Conduct code number 17: “Failing to comply with the directions of or obstructing University officials or law
enforcement officers acting in performance of their duties and/or failure to positively identify oneself to these persons when requested to do
so.”
The process should be as follows:
* Ask the student to put on her/his face covering. If the student does not have one they should be sent to the closest
distribution center on campus to receive a replacement.
http://www.wiu.edu/vpas/risk_management_and_emergency_preparedness/coronavirus/Campus-Face-CoveringDistribution-Locations.pdf
* If a student refuses to put on a face covering, inform the student that a failure to comply with this policy will result in
disciplinary action.
* If the student still refuses to put on a face covering, ask the student to leave the classroom. Report the student to the Student
Judicial Office for consideration of possible sanction through the student conduct process for violating the WIU Code of
Student Conduct code number 17: “Failing to comply with the directions of or obstructing University officials or law enforcement
officers acting in performance of their duties and/or failure to positively identify oneself to these persons when requested to do so.”
Student Judicial Programs: http://www.wiu.edu/student_services/srrri/index.php
* If the student refuses to leave the classroom, cancel the class session and dismiss the class. Report the student to the Student
Judicial Office for sanctioning.
* If the student continues to refuse to wear the face covering in future classes contact the Office of Public Safety to remove the
student from the classroom.
http://www.wiu.edu/vpas/public_safety/

309.298.1949

Please note that in most cases it is not appropriate to notify law enforcement. However, faculty have the right to cancel class
immediately if a student refuses to wear a face covering; likewise, students have the right to leave a class immediately if an
instructor fails to wear a face covering.
Again, to be clear, individuals who disregard safety measures will be subject to disciplinary action consistent with Western
Illinois University’s Human Resources and Student Conduct procedures. Faculty and staff have the ability to request that a
student leave their class or activity if they are found to be in violation of the campus policy and after a reasonable effort has
been made to rectify the situation.

